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Discussion Focus
•

Introductions

•

About Powerco

•

Overview of Powerco’s investment proposal
- What are we proposing?
- What’s driving the investment?
- Why now? Link to prior investment strategy?

•

Powerco’s regulatory framework – process and oversight of our revenue and
investment

•

Independent verification overview

•

How our plans will impact on distribution charges?

•

“Have your say” – our engagement and consultation with stakeholders and
customers

•

Commission Issues Paper
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Powerco’s CPP proposal - summary
1. The drivers for our CPP application are clear
2. We’re targeting appropriate long term service standards
3. Consumer feedback supports our plan

4. We’ve tested our plan against alternative timing scenarios
5. We’ve challenged and moderated the plan following consultation
6. Affordability has been a key consideration (i.e. 79c week)

7. We have the right delivery mechanisms in place
8. We are committed to deliver efficiently and transparently
9. We are committed to supporting the Commission process
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.

MEUG members on Powerco’s electricity distribution footprint
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About Powerco

The NZ electricity industry is structurally separated with
around 80% of generation from renewable sources

Vector
Orion
Unison

There are 29 electricity distributors in
NZ each a natural monopoly

Wellington Electricity
etc

Generation

Connections

Consumption

42,312 GWh net generation in the March 2015 year

1,984,097 customers at March 2015

39,250 GWh in the March 2015 year

Introduction to Powerco
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Who is Powerco, and what makes our network unique?

Regional provider – serve major regional centres
and key industries
A balanced customer mix across residential,
commercial and industrial sectors

Extensive asset base – the largest network in New
Zealand with ~22,000km of line
Quite distinct regional differences:
• Strong growth in the East has resulted in
modern networks, with security pressures.
• Modest growth in the West has resulted in
security ‘pockets’, with high renewal needs
Prudent operator – we like to stay on top of issues
and act in appropriate time.
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29 Distribution Companies
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Electricity network overview

Eastern Network by GXP

Western Network by GXP
Key Network Statistics

Eastern

Western

Total

Number of customers (ICPs)

150,443

176,943

327,386

10,383

17,449

27,833

47

68

115

2,332

2,383

4,715

440

412

860*

Circuit length (km)
Zone substations
Energy conveyed (GWh pa)
Peak demand (MW)

Source: Powerco 2015 Information Disclosures, Management Accounts,
* This is calculated and reported separately for each subnetwork as well as for the total business
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Overview of our investment proposal

Overview of Proposal – what are we proposing?

1) Providing safe, secure and
resilient networks

Focusing on the underlying condition of our
network, rather than on measures of reliability.

2) Investing in our communities

Facilitating economic growth by ensuring network
capacity meets our customers’ needs.

3) Understanding and leveraging
new technology

Positioning our network to meet a diverse range of
possible futures, and provide value to our
customers.
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Overview of our Proposal – Investment Implications

1) Providing safe, secure and
resilient networks

2) Investing in our communities

UPDATE? : this is from the
consultation document. We
didn’t produce anything like
this in the final proposal.
Oli to consider what we
have done that we could
Focusing on the underlying condition of our
Facilitating economic growth by ensuring network
network, rather than on measures of reliability.use instead
capacity meets our customers’ needs.

3) Understanding and leveraging
new technology

Positioning our network to meet a diverse range of
possible futures, and provide value to our
customers.
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Our proposal is driven by the need to ensure we provide a safe,
secure and resilient network for our customers that meets future
demands and expectations
Delivering a safe and resilient network
Our network reliability is an outlier, especially in terms of high SAIDI, both
against the New Zealand average, and against a peer group of larger utilities.
SAIDI and SAIFI benchmark performance
SAIFI

2,000

SAIDI

Number of faults

The number of assets failing in service has approximately tripled
during the past decade.
Defective equipment faults
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Evolving our network for the future

Supporting communities
Compliance with our security standards has been falling since FY12. The
consistent and sustained pattern of load growth we are experiencing means we
must continually invest to provide adequate network capacity and to avoid
further deterioration to our security position.
Zone substation security standards compliance

We are committed to supporting our customers by providing them the stable, openaccess platform over which to transact, and providing flexibility in how they make
their energy supply and consumption decisions. We will focus on being ready for the
changes in the sector as they emerge, and develop our network in a way that will
accommodate these changes while remaining stable, safe and reliable.
High

100
Future-ready network
Fully aligned with customer needs

The critical investment window:
positioning ourselves for the future

75
CPP

50

25

Range of outcomes, depending on
the ability of our network to provide
the services consumers value

Value

Percentage of compliant substations
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Do nothing
Supplier of last resort
To largely uneconomical customers
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2030
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Supporting growth in regional New Zealand

• We need to look ahead to ensure we have the
capacity to meet our existing customers’
demand growth and connect new customers.
• We forecast these future requirements by using
the best available information and fit for
purpose models.

• Demand growth on our network has been
increasing and we need to continue to invest to
provide the capacity needed in the future.
• We have provided maps showing where new
investment is planned to meet growth. As an
example, the major projects in the Waikato and
Coromandel are shown opposite.
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Our forecasts since 2012 have consistently signalled an uplift in
expenditure
AMP2013

AMP2016

CPP/AMP2017
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Overview of regulatory framework and oversight

Powerco’s activities are regulated by the Commerce Commission

Commerce Act 1986: Part 4
52A Purpose of Part 4
(1) The purpose of this Part is to promote the long-term benefit of
consumers …. by promoting outcomes that are consistent with
outcomes produced in competitive markets such that suppliers of
regulated goods or services—
- (a) have incentives to innovate and to invest, including in
replacement, upgraded, and new assets; and
- (b) have incentives to improve efficiency and provide services
at a quality that reflects consumer demands; and
- (c) share with consumers the benefits of efficiency gains in the
supply of the regulated goods or services, including through
lower prices; and
- (d) are limited in their ability to extract excessive profits.
--------------------------------------------------------------• Defines regulatory regime
- Information Disclosure
- DPP/CPP

Powerco operates within an economic regulatory framework that
has three main strands
Customised Price / Quality Path (CPP)

Default Price / Quality Path (DPP)
• DPP regime based on a partial building blocks approach to
forecast future profitability.

• CPP revenue forecast based on a full building blocks
methodology (orthodox)

• Some assumptions apply industry wide across 17 of 29 lines
companies (hence default)

• CPP is a bespoke price path (alternative to a DPP)

• Input methododologies define some of the financial rules the
Commission must apply - RAB / WACC / Tax / allocation
• Quality standards based on maintaining average historicial
peformance (SAIDI / SAIFI) with some adjustments

• CPP requires a robust understanding of:
-

network assets;
network performance;
future expenditure drivers;
efficiency of cost structure;
network outputs; and
network risks

Information Disclosure (ID)
•
•
•
•
•

ID underpins both DPP and CPP mechanisms – new requirements in place 2012
Increased financial reporting to enable the Commission to determine historic profitability
Increased information reporting on network data / performance / expenditure / drivers – Extended AMPs
New Pricing disclosures
ID will be used by the Commission to produce annual summary and analysis reports comparing key data and metrics for EDBs
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Relevant CPP evaluation criteria are

a) Whether the proposal is consistent with the IMs
b) The extent to which our proposal would promote outcomes that are consistent with outcomes
produced in competitive markets (incentives to invest and improve efficiency, share benefits of
efficiency gains with consumers and are limited in ability to extract excessive profits)
c) Whether the data, analysis and assumptions underpinning the proposal are fit for purpose including
considerations as to the accuracy and reliability of data and reasonableness of assumptions
d) Whether capex and opex meets the expenditure objective
e) Whether we have consulted with consumers and whether the proposal is supported by consumers,
where relevant.
The expenditure objective is:
“that

expenditure reflects the efficient costs that a prudent EDB would require
to meet or manage expected demand at appropriate service standards over
the CPP regulatory period and over the longer term and comply with applicable
regulatory obligations”.
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Pre-submission oversight of our plans and expenditure
has been extensive……..
Powerco

Stakeholders / customers (pre application)

• Internal checks and control

• BAU engagement with Powerco

• Board governance and challenge.

• Customer surveys

• Independent expert reviews

• Core consultation

Commission (pre application)

- 1 on 1 / Forums / Online / Media / Surveys /Mail

• Annual Information Disclosure / AMPs
• Independent verifier – pre application
- Technical challenge of expenditure proposal
• Independent auditor

- Financial assessment of revenue / price
calculations
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….and continues to be rigorously challenged.

Commission (post application) – 190 days

Stakeholders / customers (Post application)

• Commission staff technical review of proposal

• Input to Commission’s consultation on initial
views

• Commission engaged - Independent experts

• Input to Commission’s consultation on final
determination
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Independent verification was conducted of our
proposal against the IM expenditure objectives

VERIFICATION: Selection process

• Appointment process specified by the Commission (IMs)
• Verifier’s scope of work and terms of reference specified by the Commission (IMs)
• Designed as a pre-application assessment – ie forms part the Commission’s review
• Verifier’s duty of care is to the Commission – independent of Powerco (deed)
• Open tender process conducted by Powerco (RFI / RFP)
• NZ and International search (long list to short list)
• Final selection narrowed to Australian companies (experience / track record /
independence)

• Credentials of FS / WSP
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VERIFICATION: Farrier Swier and WSP: International, independent
experts with credible and relevant experience in revenue setting
process for monopoly utilities

Open tender process
RFI / RFP
NZ and International search
Independent
Selection
Credentials of FS / WSP
Duty of care to Commination
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VERIFICATION: Verifier focus was the capex and opex reflect the
efficient costs that a prudent EDB would meet the expected service
demands, at appropriate standards over the CPP and long term
The verifier agreed with the Powerco CPP needs case and verified
91% of the expenditure against the expenditure objective
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The verifier recommended the CC focus on a number of specific
areas
Forecast
component
Overhead
conductors
renewals capex
Overhead
structures
renewals capex
Zone substation
renewal capex
Growth and
renewals capex
Reliability capex
Network
evolution capex
System
operation and
network support
opex
Corporate opex
Cost escalators
Quality standard
variation
Customer
engagement

Suggested additional information or line of inquiry
Undertake suitable investigation/analysis to assess the risks
posed by distribution conductors failing, and hence the number
of faults that can be expected on the network of a prudent EDB.
Construct new survivor curves excluding green defects.
Revise the overhead structures forecast to reflect any changes to
the overhead conductor renewals capex.
Confirm with Powerco that its proposed replacement of
transformers is prudent in light of our findings.
Assess the value of lost load associated with each of the major
projects and a sample of the minor works.
Evaluate forecast reliability performance with the reliability
program included to determine the level of expenditure required
on reliability specific programs.
Engage with Powerco on its business cases for its network
evolution initiatives, including on whether the expected benefits
of each initiative are likely to outweigh the costs and the
alternative options available.
Engage with Powerco on its business case for its strategy-driven
step changes or initiatives, including on whether the expected
benefits of each initiative are likely to outweigh the costs and the
alternative options available.
Engage with Powerco on the business cases for the FTE
increases, including on the expected benefits from and proposed
salaries for the extra staff.
The Commission may wish to procure its own cost escalator
forecasts from a sufficiently qualified and independent third party
to compare to those proposed by Powerco.
The Commission may wish to undertake its own analysis of the
likely reliability benefits arising from the proposed capex and
opex programs, or engage with Powerco to have its models
refined.
The Commission may wish to investigate the price impact of the
CPP application on Powerco’s customers at a more granular
level to identify whether any customers are likely to receive
unpalatable price increases.
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How our plans will impact distribution charges

Estimated impact of 5.7% P0 on average customer – high level
as defined by MBIE using 8,000 kWh per annum

We are asking the Commerce Commission to allow us to increase customers electricity prices by
less than a dollar per week for the average consumer from 1 April 2018 our five year investment plan:

Annual increase determined by applying an 5.7% uplift to the distribution component only.

•

Assuming that transmission costs remain flat this will translate to a 4.0% uplift in network charges.

•

This corresponds to an increase of $40 per year (determined by subtracting the inflated charges from the current charges)

•

This equates to approx. $3.36 per month (dividing the annual figure by 12 being the expected number of months),

•

This results in an average increase of $0.78 per week (dividing the annual figure by 52 (being the expected number of weeks).

May 2017 data

•

Average Annual cost
(based on 8,000 kWh/annum)

Current
Charges

New
Charges

Increase %

Overall price (Energy + Line)
Powerco (Distribution + Transmission)
Powerco (Distribution only)
Transmission

$2,493.71
$1,016.46
$706.51
$309.94

$2,533.99
$1,056.73
$746.79
$309.94

1.61%
3.96%
5.70%
0.00%

Energy (Generation + Retail incl metering)

$1,477.26

$1,477.26

0.00%

Estimated
Annual
increase
$40.27
$40.27
$40.27

Estimated
Monthly
increase
$3.36
$3.36
$3.36

Estimated
Weekly
increase
$0.78
$0.78
$0.78
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Moderating the price impact over the CPP regulatory period (1)
•

We have proposed to forecast the DPP WACC decrease in FY2021 which reduces price volatility in
the CPP regulatory period.

•

This also reduces any potential price increases in the subsequent regulatory period

Hypothetical one –off
real increase

5.7% one-off real increase

Powerco / Electricity
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Moderating the price impact over the CPP regulatory period (2)
•

We can apply an X factor to further spread the real price change over the CPP period.

•

This will result in a lower initial price increase and potentially lower price increase stepping onto the
next regulatory period.

Hypothetical one-off
real increase

Annual real increase (e.g. 2%)

Powerco / Electricity
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Moderating the price impact post the CPP period **
•

The Commission can apply an X factor when determining the next regulatory reset to reduce the
initial price impact of that reset and spread it over the years in the next regulatory period.

•

This a hypothetical – uncertain factors 7 years out - (CPP or DPP / future regulatory rules / forecast
input assumptions i.e. Interest rates / WACC etc.)

Hypothetical real
increases

Powerco / Electricity
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Extensive customer and stakeholder consultation has
occurred

Five stages of our consultation approach

1.

Awareness and invitation to engage: ‘BAU+’

2.

Customer research on ‘Willingness to Pay’:
• Qualitative research
• Quantitative survey

3.

Core engagement on future network investment (draft CPP plan)

4.

Pre-submission: final notification of CPP proposals

5.

Post submission: stakeholder/media ongoing engagement

6. Post submission: Commerce Commission customer consultation (4 months)
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A consumer led process

• Consultation plan informed by previous annual engagements
• CPP stakeholder engagement was extensive and genuine
• Customer feedback on price / quality largely at an holistic level
• Our final plan has been moderated to reflect feedback
• Affordability has been a focus for us (p0 8.7% to 5.7%)
• We will maintain and ongoing dialogue with our customers
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CONSULTATION: A number of MEUG members engaged in core CPP
engagement & reflected what we has heard in prior consultation
We collated customer feedback from three main sources

Preliminary Customer Survey Reports

Colmar Brunton
• Summary of findings
from qualitative
interviews and group
sessions

PWC
• Initial results from the
quantitative
Willingness to Pay
Survey

•

• November 2015

May 2015

PWC
• Further analysis from
the quantitative survey
focused on VoLL
• January 2016
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Our approach to core engagement used communication
channels that reflect customer segment preferences
Our Plan
Story

Stakeholder
Identification

Channels

Materials

Schedule
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Key consultation material development: Main Overview Document

The core document for “mass” market customers
provided context and detail about Powerco and
our investment needs case.
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Key consultation material development: CPP Investment
Proposal – Have your say
The ‘Have you say’ document was developed for informed
stakeholders and describes our investment proposal in
more detail while outlining the alternatives considered and
requested feedback on options.
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Commission Issues Paper

The Commissions Issues Paper has been written to guide
stakeholders in submitting their views on our CPP proposal
The Issues Paper (page 17) outlines focus areas of the Commissions aligned to the verifier report
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Thank you for your time

